Monday 10/09/2012 Run 2221
Monday is always a treat; you get to drag your sorry arse to work when really all you want is anther few hours sleep.
But not to be, you Slave away all day, and go to HASH, to see Chardarse hopping around telling every one what a great
trail he has set. It was small group probably too many not willing to travel to the Western suburbs the number was less
than 30 , of which 14 were runners , No Clayfield push, no Snappy Tom, Not a lot from the eastern suburbs Their Loss,
Anyway, The Hares Chardarse, Catcut and Mortein had set a great trail, well as I said according to MAX. Even after 40
days without rain and in the Hills of The Gap, he said there was water and he had wet shoes to boot, Hmmmmmm I
called bullshit, but later was to eat my words , running with a wet shoe is not pleasant ..
So no Scruffy , the introductions were left to Mortein, after a few of the usual talks ‘this is all about the trail and it
was set well, I was Still calling bullshit, but we shall see,,, The run left the car park about 20 in tow which quickly
dropped to 14 or so, a quick right to a CB had the FRB’s like Miles and Even Optus, doing a U turn and running back. It
was downhill from there, well it was a long run always down, heading towards the small hills of Waterworks Road, I
was passed as usual by the likes of XXXX , Lucky Dog, even Push Up. Tinkerbell was long gone… A quick left into
Cooinda St and , yep here we go UP HILL the next few roads had one thing in common, all had trail going down hill, all
had CB’s about 200 metres from the corner, all caught out the FRB’s like Even Optus, he ran 2 . Tinkerbell, he did at
least two, after the first couple of CB’s everyone became a little more cautious about running down hill. A couple of
enforced re-groups occurred without trail marking, as I said the FRB’s became very wary of any trail that looked like a
way out…, I am sure Catgut must have been really pleased that he had set such a trail.. Later when we crossed into
the golf course, he was the guiding light (well guiding runner) because the trail was SHIT from that point, anyway, back
to the water crossing that Chardarse had set across a dry creek bed, I must say it was a nicely laid trap. At this stage
we ended up running on Paine Road, through a school, to a 2-way with CBs in both directions. Lucky Catgut arrived to
call us over onto a track in the bush. Then into a park, at which point I had to take back my words, water, in a creek
and FUCk it was cold and wet (most water is), One wet shoe, a few laughs from the runners who did not fall into the
water. Bugs and I were running along the back of the pack when we ended up crossing into the golf course, to be met
by Catgut, he was now directing traffic like a Copper on point duty,, “yeah run this way, no not over there , that is the
bunker” We ended up at a re-group on Bennet road, where a small but rowdy song ensued. Tinkerbell with another
beauty…. Must get him to write all these songs down so that we know the words..
Into the Ashgrove scenic reserve, Lucky Dog and Splatt sprinting up a hill. The FRB’s like Miles O’Toole, Pool Puller,
Craft and Push Up to name a few, Oh and Optus an Tinkerbell all ran past the trail, Thanks to Catgut still directing
traffic , he pointed to a very small couple of arrows that turned a sharp right hell I ended up at the front, its been a
while, I have been marking trail for the slowest of runners . Basically we ran into civilisation and then back to the pub
car park.
Brengun came dressed in his monks robes, Promptly putting several members on ICE including some that could not
bend down,, SHIT of the week was Chardarse, basically because he is a fornicator and a bad, bad, bad man for taking
advantage of some fine maiden, (she can not be part of hash then) obviously she does not know him that well)….
Run score, was 6.5 /10
Post run celebrations well seeing Max on Ice, was at least 7/10
and not sure about the food, but it must have been OK.. The Gap Tavern is normally pretty good.
On on
Klinging

